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Instructions: Ans\Yer ~~liY five questions t]:om the following. Assume data vvherever 
necessary reasonably. 

1 a) What is the mechanism of transfer or oxygen into \Vater by a surface aerator?. List 4 

important causes due to which artificial aeration is needed. [2+2=04] 

b) Calculate the number of 2 kW paddle wheel aerators required for aeration of shrimp 

pond with 2 ha area and 1.2 m depth of water under the following conditions: 

Initial stocking density= 16 per m3
, survival rate= 85%, maximum average weight of 

shrimp 35 g, minimum DO level maintained = 4 mg/L, DO saturation level at 30°C 

water temp. is 7.5 mg/L, Oxygen transfer rate under standard conditions= 2 kg02/kwh, 
alpha= 0.9 and beta= 0.94. Shrimp respiration is controlled by 0.487W0

·
88 and assume 

only 25% of oxygen transferred by aerator will be consumed by shrimp. [06] 

2a. What are the functions of an extruder? Explain the geometry of a screw in an extruder 

with the help of a neat sketch. [04] 

d) List out the components of a twin screw extruder. How do you compare twin screw 

extrude with pelletize{? [03] 

c) In a race way fish releasing the fecal matter of size 0.05 mm having specific gravity oithe 
material 1.418 glee. Find out the minimum velocity required for cleaning the raceway 

and length of the raccw•lY in m, if exchange rate is 2. [03] 

3. A bulldozer of 270 HP is b.;ing used for 100 ha land preparation into four aquacultural 

ponds of equal; size. The distance between two dykes of ponds is 75 m and the width of 

the straight blade is 4 m. Estimate the probable output in banked cubic meters while 

working under the follo\ving conditions. Data graphs given on reverse page). 

a. Ground medium light soil, with output modification factor 10%. 

b. Terrain level + 1 0°1<) upslope. 

c. Operator eftl.cicncy- good with output modification factor 12%. 

d. Job efficiency: 50 min working hour. 

e. Soil swell factor: n% 

ii) With a pre-loosen ground. using U-bladc, find out the% change in the output. 

iii) From the data calculak th,_· working period in the site with daily average of 12 hours 

work. [4+3+3=10] 



4 a) With the help of sketches and equations ex~ lain positive and negative NPSH. [03] 

b) Draw the section of propeller pump and label the principal parts. Briet1y discuss the 
functions of different parts. [04] 

c) List six advantages of submersible pumps and motor fitted in deep tube welt as compared 
to conventional turbine pumps. [03} 

5. (a) How will you produce bamboo pipes? [2] 
(b) Specify a typical combination ratio of components by volume in ordinary concrete. 

[2] 
(c) What is free pore volume method. Describe the method stepwise with a numerical 

example. [6] 

6. (a) Write clown the method of treating ai1d using wood. 

(b) Explain with a skekh how concrete pipes are joined. 

(c) Write short notes on emih moving methods . 
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